Fountain Middle School Traffic Flow Diagram 2019-2020

**Morning Drop-Off** – Visitors dropping off students in the morning should turn into the FMS parking lot using the “Drop-Off/Pick-Up” Entrance off Santa Fe Avenue. Traffic flow is for dropping-off and picking-up, not for parking. The green arrows indicate continuous traffic flow, the yellow arrows indicate temporary stopped traffic flow for students departing and entering vehicles. Students should not depart or enter vehicles unless in the yellow “Drop-Off/Pick-Up” Zone. Vehicles will not be able to access the parking lot from this entrance.

**Parking Access** – Visitors needing to park and enter the building should enter from the blue “Parking” Entrance located on Alabama Ave. Vehicles can move from the Parking Lot to the “Drop-Off/Pick-Up” traffic flow through the orange arrow located on the Northwest corner of the parking lot.

**Afternoon Pick-Up** – Visitors should enter through the “Drop-Off/Pick-Up” entrance located on Santa Fe Avenue. Vehicles can stop and wait in the yellow arrows (“Drop-Off/Pick-Up” Zone) for student to enter their vehicles, and should depart by moving into the green traffic flow diagram.

*We ask that visitors refrain from using the DFAC Parking Lot, as that is no longer part of the Fountain Middle School grounds.*